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Classic Issues at Non-Profits

1) Time

a. Taking care of client documents and other admin issues

2) Costs

a. Making copies, labor making scans, delays in service

3) Security

a. Paper documents and email are not secure

4) Remote

a. Staff working remotely and servicing clients remotely



Case Tracking Software

The first step to creating a modern and effective non-profit legal 

practice it to move towards electronic storage and document 

creation. 

This eliminates security concerns such as confidential information 

walking out the door and the always stressful “has anyone seen 

this file” email. 

The program should be cloud based to ensure data reliability and 

safety. 



Case Tracking Software

There are several options out there that fall into 3 basic 

categories:

1) Create your own database

2) Large Software Provider (LawLogix, INS Zoom, etc.)

3) Small or startup software providers (FastVisa)



Automated Intake and A.I.

The time spent on simple and redundant intakes is time 

consuming and should at the very least be entered electronically. 

We worked with a tech partner Avantogy to develop a more 

efficient on-boarding system to absorb the massive increase in 

DACA applications.



Automated Intake and A.I.

Giving clients the agency to create their own intakes and not duplicating the 

process with a paper form allowed us to absorb over 100 DACA consultation 

requests over 6 weeks while still serving our other potential clients. 



Automated Intake and A.I.

1. Inundated with inquiry phone calls, repeat calls and messages left 

2. Leveraged the AI generated videos to address FAQs

3. Created online form for client follow up request

4. Online form auto-filled scheduling spreadsheet with client 

information

5. Automated intake process also sent our confirmation email to the 

client

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gCeZtWHLZrt8luw9xjR33FIpns5Yc2D3/view?usp=sharing


Meet Clients Where They Are

Most of the world communicates via text messaging through 

their normal providers or phone applications. Given this fact 

we approached two major problems with solutions tailored to 

the behavior of our clients. 

1) Document upload application

2) Text Function in FastVisa



Immigration Document Scanner

The Immigration Document 
Scanner application allows 
clients to use their phones to 
send us documents.

With the FastVisa integration 
we bypass the need for clients 
to drop off documents or send 
them over unsecured email.



Immigration Document Scanner

Secure and integrated approach of scanning application 

related docs and uploading to FastVisa

1) Select category of document to be scanned

2) Application Program Interface integration with FastVisa

3) Uploads scanned documents to FastVisa into Client’s case 

and homework category



Text from FastVisa

Texting is the most direct 
and effective way to 
communicate with 
immigrant clients.

Using Google voice or a 
separate application 
provides the ability for the 
office to track the 
conversation and, in our 
experience, gets a much 
quicker response from 
clients



Questions? 


